--- PROFILE OF THE SHELTER --Our web address is www.arunachalasanctuary.com (in order to see the unabridged site it must be viewed on
computer or laptop)...Another informative site is http://www.anaflora.com/articles/fe-ther-ani/india-shelter.html .
(It has two short videos. One taken inside the Shelter. The other, excerpts from an interview of Leslie).

Bio on Leslie: He’s a US citizen. Has spent 22 years in India and considers it his home. He had
undergraduate and graduate work at the University of Michigan in business and actuarial mathematics,
finishing in 1959. Spent several years on one of the country's finest actuarial staffs. Then a couple of years
as the Chief Actuary of the State of Michigan. And then several years in his own consulting firm. He met his
guru in 1975, moved into his ashrams, and has been on the spiritual path ever since. He spent ten years in
the ashrams of his guru, managing one of them for a year. Spent four years in the mountain gonpa of one of
the elder Tibetan masters, fourteen months of those in solitary silence in a remote retreat on three hundred
acres of sacred land.

How the Shelter started: In 2006 Leslie came to Tiruvannamalai for the first time intending to stay for two
weeks. Several days before he was to leave, word came out that the Municipality was going to start killing
dogs street by street to cull the population. He had heard awful stories of past killings. It was late Friday. The
killing was to begin on Monday. He must have made 100 phone calls. And was able to stop it. But with the
caveat that a population control program be put in place. There was no one else to do it. It was clear to him
that if he left it was only a matter of time before the killing would start again....He felt he couldn't not do it.
And so he has said that his life as he had known it ended...We managed to open January, 2007.

Staff size: We have a devoted staff of eighteen, including two full-time veterinary doctors. The number of
animals in house varies from 125 to 175. Approximately 60 of those are permanent sanctuary creatures, too
weak to survive outside on their own.

Core of our work: Our mission is to lift suffering from the Animal Realm. The core of our work is
demonstrative love. Stroking, hugging, kissing, reassuring. Our belief is that deep healing will only take
place if an animal feels secure, cared for, and loved. We will treat any animal in need. Large. Small. Wild.
Domestic. (including birds and reptiles).

When we opened:









There were 4,000 to 5,000 homeless dogs.
The population was out of control.
There was no small animal veterinary doctor within seventy miles.
No facility for treatment.
Well over 250 suffering and dying animals on the streets. Mostly homeless dogs and puppies, but
monkeys, cows, and others, too.
Rabies.
A terrible relationship between animals and people. Widespread abuse. Thus, many aggressive dogs
and dog bites.
Unbounded suffering.

We have now been open 8 1/2 years:









The homeless dog population is decreasing for the first time in forty years---AND it is rabies-free.
There are no more suffering and dying animals on the streets.
There are 7,000 fewer puppies born each year, almost all of whom would have suffered and died.
There is no more widespread abuse, and thus very few aggressive dogs, and only a small fraction of
dog bites.
The most important thing that has happened is that the relationship between the animals and the
people amongst whom they live has been totally transformed.
In the poignant words of a longtime Tiru resident, Dev Gogoi, made at the fourth anniversary
puja…..“Public memory is short. Few can recall the rampant stray dogs everywhere, young and
aged, starving and diseased, scavenging in the garbage heaps, fighting amongst themselves,
ignored and abused by the human population, while remaining a menace to all including themselves.
In four short years, the roads are more peaceful, with few strays to be seen, and the naturally loving
relationship between humans and animals restored to its true state.
”Tiruvannamalai is possibly the only municipality of size in the Nation that has no animal problem.

We have seven main programs:








An ABC Sterilization/anti-rabies program.
A busy clinic.
Hospital facilities.
Sanctuary. If an animal can’t make it on it’s own, it spends the rest of its life in the Shelter, runs free,
and is happy.
An effective adoption program.
24/7 emergency rescue. If an animal is injured during the night, we’ll be there in 20 to 30 minutes.
Our vets are on 24 hour call.
Hospice. We are a no-kill shelter. We do not euthanize, but offer hospice support to allow for a good
death masked from pain, and surrounded by caring and love. Animals that die are put on a prayer list
for forty-nine days. The pujas are done by an advanced group of Tibetan Buddhist yogis each
morning before sunrise for forty-nine day.

Monthly:








We are doing 50 to 120 Sterilizations.
Giving 70 to 125 anti-rabies injections.
Going out on 30 to 100 emergency rescues.
The clinic is busy. We are getting 400 to 600 out-patient visits, most of whom are "owner dogs.
Giving 1000 to 1200 treatments to in-patients.
Placing 8 to 15 puppies in good homes.
Treating 30 to 65 animals other than dogs.

Since opening (thru Sept. 2015):








We have performed 5,953 Sterilizations.
Given 10,577 anti-rabies injections.
Gone out on 2,879 emergency rescues.
Had 30,778 out-patient visits for treatment in our clinic. (We have seen over 4,500 "owner dogs").
Given 91,482 in-patient treatments.
Found good homes for 735 puppies/dogs, and 27 cats/kittens.
Treated 2,759 animals other than dogs: 432 cats, 572 birds, 726 cows & calves, 595 goats, lambs &
sheep, 142 monkeys, 111 rabbits, 18 squirrels, 30 donkeys, 14 pigs, 24 peacocks, 26 parrots, 3
eagles, 36 horses, 6 bullocks, 6 deer, 5 snakes, 6 turkeys, 1 owl, 6 ducks.

If the Shelter closed because of lack of funds
If the Sterilization/Anti-rabies program continued to keep the population down, but all other Shelter activities
stopped…It would still be a disaster.
 The unbounded suffering of the Animal Kingdom has been lifted. It took 8 ½ years of devoted effort
to get here and close to $900,000. (I took nothing. And spent my entire savings). Each year it steadily
got better and better. BUT UNFORTUNATELY, the condition is not static.
 If the Shelter’s activities stopped, those awful, awful days would not return steadily and gradually,
but come back like a floodtide. In the first month alone there would be 40 to 100 suffering and dying
creatures on the streets. Within four months the whole situation would collapse and that horrible
scene from the past would be back…Over 300 suffering and dying puppies and dogs on the streets…
Widespread abuse…The compassionate relationship between dogs and the people amongst whom
they lived would be over.
 No more emergency rescues.
 No place to bring suffering animals for care.
 No more adoptions
 Puppies who have lost their mother, or who are sick or injured would just suffer and die.
 No care for “owner dogs”. We presently care for most of the owner dogs thru the clinic. (At this point
we have treated over 4,500.) We’re the only ones experienced in small animal care.
 Rabies would return.
If the Sterilization/Anti-rabies program were also stopped, within three years the homeless dog population
would once more be out of control with thousands of puppies being born almost all of whom would just
suffer and dies.

Our monthly operating expenses are 6 1/4 lakh.
I'm including several documents that support the worthiness of the Shelter.
 A public letter of endorsement from a former Secretary of the Animal Welfare Board of India
saying, "In the short span of time that they have been in existence, they have established
themselves as one of the very best animal sanctuaries, veterinary clinics, rescue shelters
and hospices in the Nation"
 A letter of support from Tiruvannamalai Collector Dr. Pingale.
 A letter by Smt. Maneka Gandhi (MP, Lok Sabha…and Cabinet Minister in the present
government), to the Consulate General, San Francisco written at the time Leslie was
applying for his visa saying, “He is the Founder/Managing Director of one of the best
Animal Sanctuaries in India…It serves as a training ground for many other shelters”
 A letter of appreciation and support from the President of Ramana Ashram, Tiruvannamalai.
 A letter of support from Lama Shenpen Drolma, Spiritual Director, Chagdud L’hundrub Ling
saying, “The…Sanctuary saves and protects the lives of thousands of beings with no other
source of refuge, offering food, medicine, shelter, loving care and so much more.
Contributions to the Sanctuary made with pure-hearted motivation and dedication will
surely support one’s bodhisattva path…”
 Newspaper articles that appeared in the New Indian Express and the Hindu.
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Arunachala Animal Sanctuary & Rescue Shelter opened on the 10th of January, 2007 in
Tiruvannamalai, a municipality with a human population of over two lakh. In the short span of
time that they have been in existence, they have established themselves as one of the very best
animal sanctuaries, veterinary clinics, rescue shelters and hospices in the Nation .
Tiruvannamalai has a population of between 3000 and 3500 homeless dogs and, perhaps, as many
as 2000 to 2500 owner dogs. The programs undertaken by the Arunachala Animal Sanctuary and
Rescue Shelter include: ABC Sterilization & anti-rabies program; hospital facilities; a fully
operational clinic; an animal sanctuary for animals who can’t survive on their own; a hospice; a 24
hour/7days a week emergency service; and an effective adoption service. All of these services are
provided free of cost. People with pedigree dogs are asked to pay a small amount, but are given
free care if they cannot.
The streets of the city are now free of suffering animals and the population's attitude towards
homeless dogs has profoundly changed. Dogs are treated much better now, are healthier, and are
leading happier lives. The dogs’ attitudes towards people have also changed. There is a growing
bond of harmony and trust between humans and dogs.
The Shelter is expanding their services into other areas in all spheres of Animal Welfare works.
Please, whether you are a government agency or a private individual / organization, accord
whatever help or assistance you can to support this very important work. This shelter/sanctuary
has lifted a great amount of suffering from the animal kingdom and has educated their town’s
people in the proper care and treatment of animals. Their motivation is pure, their actions are
imbued with loving care and they are profoundly effective.
I found them as a truly dedicated Team of Animal Welfare and extending excellent services to the
cause of speechless animals. I strongly recommend them for any kind of financial, physical and
material assistance for extending their unrelenting services for the animal kingdom. I wish them all
the very best in all their endeavors.
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